NEW ENGLAND

If people come together,
They can even mend a crack in the sky.
— Somali Proverb

t her home in Connecticut, Fatima Vejzovic,
weaves çilimi, a type of flat woven carpet. Part of
a community of Bosnian refugees that now live
in Greater Hartford, Fatima Vejzovic continues this time
honored tradition, the way her family and fellow Bosnians
have done for generations.
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Weaving is often used as a metaphor for life; each
experience a thread, which added to others, creates
something greater than its parts. New Lives/New England
is also woven together by the threads of past and
present experiences of refugee and immigrant traditional
artists now living in Connecticut, Vermont and Maine.
Weaving a çilim or playing a sherrara at a wedding,
these traditions and their longtime practitioners, remind
people of who they are and where they came from,
helping create new lives out of whole cloth.

G

reater Hartford is
now home to
several thousand
Bosnians who arrived in 20002002 as refugees from the
war in the former Yugoslavia.
The community includes
many widows who find that
continuing to practice their
familiar textile crafts of knitting, crocheting, lace making,
and embroidery helps them to cope with the trauma of
the genocide suffered by their families. Several are master
weavers who make exquisite carpets (çilimi) on simple
looms constructed by family members in their homes.
Learning this traditional skill from mothers, aunts,
neighbors, and friends in their villages, they use wool from
sheep raised on their farms. After the war many weavers
worked for Bosfam, a successful crafts cooperative
established in Tuzla to assist women with incomegenerating projects while providing therapeutic and
social support.

atima Vejzovic and her daughter
Fikreta Muratovic are master weavers
who created çilimi at home and
later at Bosfam. Their work has also
appeared in several catalogues selling their
carpets internationally. They create large
floor carpets as well as smaller wall
hangings and fashion the woven tapestry
fabric into bags, purses, and pillows.
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Along with Ajisa Guster, Ajisa Suljic, Edina Udovcic and
others around Connecticut, these artists also make handknitted clothes, crochet lace tablecloths, and typical Bosnian
socks. Fatima has been teaching other women in the
community to weave, helping to pass on this beloved
tradition in their new home.

osnian flat weave carpets or çilimi, named after
their Turkish antecedents (kilims), adorn all parts of
the home – floors, walls, chairs and sofas, tables,
beds and serve an important function as prayer rugs for
these Muslim families.

B

While sometimes made commercially with chemical dyes,
the traditional rugs woven by village women often use
hand processed wool, colored with natural dyes. Rug
designs maintain their Turkish roots but also show
European influences stemming from Bosnia’s close
th
connections with Vienna in the early 20 century.
The Hartford weavers devise traditional geometric
patterns in seemingly endless variations depending on the
creativity of each woman, and they also enjoy adding floral
designs. Their current project features un-dyed wool from
Shetland sheep that graze on the grounds of the Hillstead
Museum in Farmington CT, giving the rugs a beautiful
softness and durability as well as subtle variations of
natural color.

lorence Betgeorge was
born in northern Iran
in the Azerbaijan
Province, a traditionally
Assyrian Christian area.
Tracing descent from the
Babylonians of Mesopotamia,
Assyrians speak a language
similar to ancient Aramaic.
Florence attended Catholic
school in Iran where she also
learned to sew, embroider,
and make lace from the French nuns who ran the school.
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After her marriage and a move to Tehran, diplomats and
other wealthy patrons commissioned baby clothes,
bedcovers, and trousseaux from her. Persecution of
Assyrians intensified in Iran after the fall of the Shah and
during the Islamic Revolution from 1978-1982, and Florence
and her family immigrated to the US in 1984. They settled in
New Britain, CT where Assyrians have established a strong
community with a church and a community center. Florence
creates exquisite embroidery, lace, decorative home textiles,
and she can tailor any garment.

Florence Betgeorge makes lace using only a needle and
2 or 3 ply fine cotton thread, in a French style learned
from nuns. This style creates knots that secure the delicate
thread as the lace strands are built up, whereas in crochet
lace, the stitches are continuous and unravel if pulled.
She describes her lace technique as “needlework” or
dentelle in French. Her special addition to this technique
creates writing in lace, with scripts in Aramaic. This piece
reads “Whoever works for his country, his name will last
from century to century.”

omalia has
experienced a
complex and
continuous civil war among
rival clans since 1991, leading
to violence, famine, and
dislocation for hundreds
of thousands of Somalis
and Somali Bantus.
Fatuma Ahmed, along with
her farmer husband and
their children, belonged to
the Ashraf, a Somali minority
group often targeted by
larger armed clans. With
thousands of others, the
family fled across country on
donkeys and camels to a
large refugee camp in Kenya
in 1992. After thirteen years in the camp, Fatuma and her
eight children received asylum in the United States, arriving
in 2005 and now makes Connecticut their home.
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Fatuma Ahmed is very skilled at handwork with intricate
twined designs, making woven sisal mats and baskets that
brought some income in the camps. She continues her
basket-making with the Sewing Circle project, a group of
traditional textile artists who meet regularly to work on
their art forms, learn new skills, and share coffee and
conversation.
Using plastic baling twine as the warp to shape the circular
basket, Fatuma twists colored yarn around the twine to
build up the sides and adds yarn handles. Experimenting
with colors and basket styles to meet the preferences of
the American market, she sells her work at the Hartford
Farmers Market and other venues, and is teaching her
daughters the craft.

Farming families in Somalia, both Somali and Somali Bantu,
make mats, baskets, and bags from woven and twined sisal
strips or palm leaves. These essential domestic items carry
crops and food, store household goods, and transport
shopping. Called dambiil in both Somali and Somali Bantu
languages, the soft-sided baskets can be plain or patterned.
The mats have several uses, each with a different name;
they serve as prayer rugs, floor or wall coverings, serving
platters, and winnowing trays.

he Karen, a group of
tribal people living in the
hills of northern Burma
and northern Thailand, were
forced out of Burma by repressive
military governments since 1975.
Karen refugees relocated to
camps in Thailand. Over 200
Karen have settled in Hartford in recent years, bringing
with them excellent musical and textile skills.
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Many Karen weave their own cloth, making traditional
shirts, sarongs, and shoulder bags. Intricate patterns with
dyed threads are woven into the base cloth, in a kind of
visual narrative with specific patterns telling stories, often
inspired by nature. Different colors and stripe patterns can
denote marital status or occupations of the person
wearing the cloth. Weavers also embellish the cloth with
embroidery and beads made of seeds.
Mu Wah learned all the techniques of weaving from her
mother starting at the age of ten. She and weaver Hser
Nay Paw came to Hartford in 2007, joining the Sewing
Circle as a way to continue their cultural heritage. Myint
Khin arrived in Connecticut in early September 2013, to
reunite with her family. She learned to weave from
teachers in the Thailand camp, and has now taught her
four daughters.

Karen women and men
weave their fine cotton
cloth on backstrap
looms that can be rolled
up and transported
from place to place.
First, the threads are
stretched out in a
continuous loop around
an upright frame with wooden or bamboo posts that
hold the yarn tight. Then, this set of threads, still on the
posts, is lifted off the frame and turned horizontally to
form the warp that is now stretched out as the basis of
the cloth. The weaver ties one of the posts to a
stationary object such as a tree, with the other post in
front of her and tied at either end to a strap around her
back. Leaning back to create tension on the warp
threads, she can weave back and forth between the
threads to create cloth.

asiti Hussein
Mohamed, born into
a farming family in
Somalia, grew up with 12
brothers and sisters. Her family fled the war when she
was a young child, and grew up in the Dagahaley refugee
camp in Kenya. With her parents’ encouragement, she
attended school in Kenya and learned English. Putting this
education to good use, Masiti has worked as a community
advocate, health care worker and interpreter in refugee
camps and community service programs in Kenya and the
United States including the Vermont Refugee Resettlement
Program and the Community Health Center of Burlington.
She and her husband, Mohamed Abdi, who is the longtime
president of the Somali Bantu Community Association of
Vermont, have five young children. Masiti is also a master
artist who teaches other Somali Bantu women needle arts
associated with domestic decoration.
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Called “farsama,” this needlework tradition reaches back
to rural Somalia where single-room dwellings were
“partitioned” by an interior cloth wall, insuring the privacy
of the husband and wife. In Vermont, all wall and ceiling
surfaces in a Somali Bantu home are covered by
embroidered cloth. According to Masiti, “We do this to
decorate our houses and make them more beautiful. At
weddings it is especially important to decorate the
wedding bed and the wedding table.”
The fabric is often blanket-sized and brilliantly colored,
embroidered with images of flowers, mangoes, corn, fish,
and tree branches, a visual reminder of the community’s
roots as rural agriculturalists in riverside settlements.
As Masiti’s husband Mohamed observes, each piece of
embroidery “carries a special message.”
This embroidery tradition was Masiti’s mother’s specialty;
other women were expert basket or mat weavers.
Now in turn, she is teaching other women in the Vermont
Somali Bantu community through the Vermont Traditional
Arts Apprenticeship Program and her “wedding curtains”
are in great demand as gifts for couples that are about to
establish their own households—in communities from
Lewiston, Maine to Seattle, Washington.

orn in Somalia and raised in Kenya and the United
States, Shamsa Issa Ahmed now makes Portland,
Maine her home. She first learned the art of
henna design and application while growing up in refugee
camps of Kenya after escaping the Somali Civil War in
the mid-1990s.
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As Shamsa Issa Ahmed explains: “Several years of my
childhood were spent in the Dadaab and Dhagaxley
refugee camps in Kenya after my family left Somalia. There
women would often do henna as a way to earn money or
barter in the camp and during special occasions such as
weddings or holidays. I learned from watching them, by
helping them, and by drawing designs on paper whenever
I could. When we came to the United States, henna was
still practiced by Somalis here so I continued to learn
from older women in the community.”

“Henna body art has been
practiced for thousands of
years in East Africa, where I
am originally from, and
across North Africa, India,
and the Arabian Peninsula.
Unlike the most widely
recognized forms of henna
in this country, which is the geometric Indian style,
Somali henna is fluid, floral, and organic in style.”
SHAMSA ISSA AHMED
The paste for applying a henna design onto the skin is
made from dried henna leaf powder usually mixed with
lemon juice, water, and sugar. This paste is then poured into
a homemade cone with a very small hole cut at the tip,
through which the henna paste is squeezed out. Using this
application, henna artists then draw the design onto the
hands, arms and feet usually for wedding and other
community celebrations.

IGAL
SHIDA
Three kinds of people with
whom you never travel:

• A person who never leads the way (a coward)

• One who gulps whatever meager food is available
(a greedy person)
• and one who does not tell stories
to while away the time.
SOMALI PROVERB

he ability to artfully use language is highly prized in
Somali culture. As part of the Elder Story Circle
project in Lewiston, Maine, Jama Osman Mahdi, a
Somali elder often tells stories about Igal Shidad, a longstanding figure whose cowardly mishaps are the basis for a
rich cycle of stories in Somali oral tradition.
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“We are an oral community, there was nothing written.
From history, it appears there was such a character as Igal
Shidad who was very famous and is part of funny stories
that people will talk about in the evening. From such
stories people learn – from these stories, from proverbs,
from history.”
JAMA OSMAN MAHDI

A WISE

GAL
HIDA

COWARD

as told by
Jama Osman Mahdi

person called Igal Shidad was once living with his
family. Usually there was war between nomads
fighting for their livestock. So one day his enemies
came and he was afraid to confront them. Igal Shidad told
his family to pretend to cry in order to show his enemies
that he had died so that they will not find him and take
his livestock.

A

So when his enemies approached the house, Igal Shidad
told his family to cover him as if he was dead and he told
them,‘Start wailing and crying.’

When his enemies came, and they did, they asked ‘What
happened?’ His family answered, ‘Igal Shidad died.’
Then they asked, ‘When did he die?’ His family hesitated
so Igal Shidad shouted, “Tell them last night” and so then,
they found out that he was a coward and because he was
a coward, his enemies didn’t take his camel or his other
livestock and they decided to leave him alone.”
AS TOLD BY JAMA OSMAN MAHDI

ohamed Ibrahim Bulle and Osman Hassan grew
up together in the town of Jilib in the Jubba
River Valley region of Somalia. Both came from
subsistence farming families. Friends since boyhood, they
shared a deep love of music. Osman describes how he and
Mohamed would leave the fields where their families were
working to meet each other and make music. As young
adults they joined local master, Mohamed Aden, in his band
“Simba” and performed traditional Somali Bantu music
throughout the Jubba Valley at weddings and celebrations,
and even on occasion performed at official government
functions in Mogadishu.
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Both Mohamed and Osman fled the violence of the 1990
Somali civil war, first to the Degahaley and then the
Kakuma refugee camps in Kenya. There they continued to
play traditional music and became well known throughout
the camps. In 2005, Mohamed was resettled with his
family in Burlington, Vermont, and Osman was resettled
with his family in Ohio. In 2006, Osman moved to
Winooski, Vermont in order to play music with Mohamed.

Mohamed Bulle has
worked as a farmer,
carpenter, and musician.
He is also a skilled drum
maker and crafts the
Somali Bantu lyre like
instrument known as the
sherrara. The sherrara
begins a song by setting
the tune alone, and is then joined in by the drummers.
A leader, usually Osman Hassen, will likewise begin the
singing portion of the song, to be joined by others.
Mohamed makes drum sets using 12 inch diameter PVC
pipe—as a substitute for a hollowed out tree trunk—
covered by a cow skin head. He specializes in three main
types of drums: the lan, which is taller and oblong and
played with the hands; the zir, a medium-sized drum played
with sticks; and the maraz.
Osman Hassen brings tremendous intensity to both music
and dance and earned the nickname “mzemoto,” meaning
“fire man,” for lighting himself on fire while dancing in the
refugee camps. Mohamed and Osman explain that in
Somalia traditional dance served as a method for healing
the sick and asking “god for rain.” But in Vermont, dances
that were used for traditional purposes of initiation and
healing are now danced for “fun” and have no connection
with religion.

Ritual and celebrations
are important parts of
Bantu culture, so
access to Mohamed
and Osman’s music has
proved invaluable for
resettled Somali Bantu
communities across
the country. Their
band frequently plays for weddings as well as holiday
and festival celebrations. As Mohamed Bulle explains,
“It’s very important because even my grandfather, my
great grandfather used to do this. And there is no way,
we will leave the music. Even if we get older and die
I know we will have people who are going to continue.
That’s why it is important.”

ance was part of the larger community and
there were many dances from all over exYugoslavia. Most of these dances are
hundreds of years old so people just continue to keep
them until today.”
MEDIHA JUSUFAGIC
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Arriving in Vermont as a refugee, Mediha Jusufagic looked
back on Bosnian dance as a kind of cultural touchstone. In
her new role as community activist and parent, Mediha
recognized the impact that dance could have on Bosnian
children who had been displaced by the brutal Balkan war.
Thus was born the Bosnian Lilies, a dance troupe founded
by Mediha in partnership with Amila Begovic and Ervina
Ramic in 2001. An all-volunteer effort, the troupe quickly
grew to thirty members and performed locally and at
Bosnian events region wide. Today the Bosnian Lilies
troupe is widely recognized as a cultural emblem and
source of pride for Vermont’s Bosnian community, and as
“ambassadors” to Vermonters who are new to Bosnian
culture.
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n extremely skilled dancer
and expert teacher,
Mediha is also a visionary
with a seemingly endless reservoir
of energy. Newly arrived and facing
the challenges of mastering English,
providing stability for her family and
deciphering an entirely new culture,
she nevertheless recognized that
young Bosnian Vermonters needed an understanding of
their own culture as a foundation for navigating the
challenges of the American mainstream.
The Bosnian Lilies Program, includes instruction in
traditional dance, instrumental music, language, and song,
creating an environment where children are focused and
excited about the unique and valuable contributions their
culture makes to Vermont.
As Mediha explains: “Bosnia is a small country but it is a
mix of a lot of cultures, diversities. People got together on
weddings, any kind of celebrations, and then they danced,
they learned from each other. Dance and music was the
only thing that connected and brought them together. My
work with children it’s not just a folklore that’s forgotten,
it’s here now too. Every time the Lilies go on the stage
they show how proud they are because they know who
they are.”

T

he Sewing Circle
Project began in early
2007 as a partnership
to encourage cultural
sustainability among the many immigrant and refugee
communities in the Greater Hartford area and across
Connecticut. Managed by the Institute for Community
Research’s Connecticut Cultural Heritage Arts Program,
the project promotes the remarkable traditional textile
arts of these newcomers. Although most participants
have experienced war, trauma, and dislocation, they
continue to practice their cultural heritage and artistic
traditions, blending these with current experiences and
materials to create artwork that is both beautiful and
functional.
Members of the Sewing Circle meet regularly to work
on their art forms, learn new skills, and share coffee and
conversation. This supportive environment provides
social interaction among the artists and with audiences,
respects their cultural heritage and artistic traditions,
stimulates literacy improvement, and helps develop
marketplaces for their artwork.
It has also been a success in bringing some additional
income to the artists, while also encouraging participants
to become friends and co-workers sharing techniques,
styles, and supplies as they create their unusual and
exquisite textiles

